
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
experience architect. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for experience architect

Defines and achieves the strategy roadmap for the enterprise including
human-computer interface design, user experience design, user
stories/journeys, providing a holistic view of the experience, vertical
knowledge of the industry and systems, and documenting and analyzing key
features for development of a series of interactions intended to enhance end-
user experiences
Responsible for connecting the optimal human experience with technology
ensuring that the experience meets or exceeds the needs and objectives of
the intended end-user population
In collaboration with the broader technology and campus stakeholders,
identify an architectural roadmap in support of instructional and learning
goals established by the academic community
Ensures standards and framework compliance by providing well-documented
standards, data models, data inventories, data-to-business service alignment,
and information system diagrams
Apply sound user centred design principles using the LEAN methodology,
influence and recommend project strategy and direction
Develop user scenarios, personas, user flows and design concepts that
support your recommendation
Plan and execute user research / user testing to validate ideas and designs
Establishes and maintains web information architecture that is well organized,
user friendly, and presents a consistent corporate look and feel
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Partner with business stakeholder to identify opportunities by understanding
strategic themes, drivers, and environmental factors

Qualifications for experience architect

Assist in set up of a global process for developing and implementing EA
strategy to drive alignment of architecture initiatives across emerging
technologies (Cloud, Data, Social, Mobile, Security, M2M, UX, etc)
8 - 10+ years of experience leading emerging technology management
functions, preferably in the financial services industry
Creation of experience design artifacts, including visioning documents, user
flows, wireframes, mockups, and prototypes
Ability to work with research teams to conduct and interpret various user
research methodologies, ethnographic research and usability testing
Partnering with technologists and visual designers when appropriate
Presenting to clients and obtaining buy-in


